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Natural prokaryotic populations are composed of multiple

clonal lineages that are different in their core genomes in a

range that varies typically between 95 and 100% nucleotide

identity. Each clonal lineage also carries a complement of not

shared flexible genes that can be very large. The compounded

flexible genome provides polyclonal populations with

enormous gene diversity that can be used to efficiently exploit

resources. This has fundamental repercussions for interpreting

individual bacterial genomes. They are better understood as

parts rather than the whole. Multiple genomes are required to

understand how the population interacts with its biotic and

abiotic environment.
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Introduction
In the wild, bacterial and archaeal populations reproduce

clonally by simple fragmentation mechanisms (typically

bipartition). However, non-reproductive sex is wide-

spread and less confined than in eukaryotes [1]. Not

limited by similarity requirements like meiosis prokary-

otic cells can incorporate exotic DNA from distant

microbes (including eukaryotes). The importance of pro-

karyotic sex, also known as horizontal gene transfer

(HGT), in prokaryotic evolution has been proven so

extensively [2], and in such a broad range of microbes,

that the possibility of representing their evolution in a

tree like form possess serious challenges [3]. However,

seen from the other end of the time range, at short

evolutionary time spans, the mechanisms and the dynam-

ics of gene acquisition and loss appear more amenable

to systematic description. Specifically, genes located in
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clusters or genomic islands can be more easily tracked as

they vary among closely related genomes. Such genomic

islands are essential in providing diversity at the popula-

tion level but also in maintaining this diversity. In this

review we will analyze recent evidence about the stability

and dynamics of prokaryotic genomes in the short to

medium term. Comparative genomics, metagenomics

and single cell genomics have been instrumental in

generating this evolving new perspective.

Prokaryotic species definition, a view from
metagenomics
The definition of species, the basic units of classification,

is a major conundrum of Biology at large. In animal and

plants sexual reproduction is a great help since it provides

populations with a gene flow that is responsible of coher-

ence within the species and discrimination from other

neighboring taxa. This is the biological species concept in

which species are considered as evolutionary units [4].

This concept is already problematic for metazoan or

plants that reproduce clonally or interbreed with variable

frequency, but is largely useless when transferred to

clonally reproducing prokaryotes in which exchange of

genes has been proven to occur, at variable frequencies,

but over vast phylogenetic distances. In prokaryotes even

the existence of discontinuities in the diversity space that

would justify the existence of discrete units of classifica-

tion, that is, species, is controversial [5�]. In classical

definitions, one clone, the type strain, is considered to

represent the species, but the existence of many other

clones that are closely related is acknowledged. During

the pre-genomic era the ‘golden rule’ of 70% DNA–DNA

hybridization was considered a formal threshold for two

strains to be included in a single species. This value of

70% could be already considered indicative of a singular-

ity of prokaryotes since the values for animal or plant

species are much higher [6].

The advent of genomics brought the pan-genome para-

digm that refers to all the genes present in a single

prokaryotic species. The pan-genome has two compo-

nents with different evolutionary trajectories and special-

ization [7]. The core genome comprising genes that are

found in all or most strains of the species and the flexible

genome (sometimes called adaptive or accessory) made

up of genes found only in some strains but with no

orthologs in others. This two-tiered nature is radically

different from the eukaryotic species genomes in which

nearly all genes have orthologs, not only within the

species but even in other distant orders or classes [8].
www.sciencedirect.com
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A remarkable feature of the prokaryotic flexible genome

is its size. For any given strain only about 50% of the

genome is core. Given that each strain contributes hun-

dreds of novel (different) flexible genes, the size of the

compounded flexible pool is enormous. In Escherichia coli
with barely 100 genomes analyzed over 45 000 gene

families have been described [9], this is already twice

the gene diversity of humans. Even more remarkable is

recent evidences that indicate that these large genetic

pools coexist within microbial populations (groups of

related individuals sharing the same habitat) [10,11].

The most convincing reports of the existence of well-

defined species of prokaryotes come from metagenomics.

A metagenome has genomic fragments from all the cells

present in a microbial habitat (sample) and can be com-

pared to each other or to a reference genome. Genome

recruitment is the bioinformatic comparison of a genome

(typically from a pure culture) with a metagenome from a

sample in which this pure culture (or single cell genome)

is expected to be present (e.g. the same sample used for

isolation of the culture or the cell). Genome recruitment

has been used since the beginning of metagenomics to

assess microbial abundance patterns, but it can also be

used to analyze the population genomic structure. Indi-

vidual metagenomic reads form a cloud that is typically

located from 95 to 100% identity beyond which the

discontinuity or boundary of the species is clearly proven

by the empty gap showing no metagenomic fragments

[12]. This pattern was taken as a reflection of natural

discontinuities in the sequence space, that is, natural

species. The threshold of 95% identity coincides with

the values established to define species by analysis of

genomes of pure culture isolates [13]. Figure 1 displays

two recruitment plots generated by mapping metage-

nomic sequence information from two different environ-

ments onto separate reference genomes to illustrate the

commonality of recruitment patterns for two very differ-

ent aquatic habitats and microbes. Haloquadratum walsbyi
is an archaeon that inhabits NaCl saturated brines while

Alteromonas mediterranea is a marine bacterium. In spite of

the enormous difference between the two reference

genomes/habitats, the plots are remarkably similar. This

pattern is recurrent in most aquatic (relatively homoge-

neous) habitats [14], and might be extrapolated to other

habitats as well [15].

The local pangenome
These recruitment patterns are actually reflections of the

local pangenome of the population. The cloud of frag-

ments recruited over 95% reveals the diversity of core

genes of the cells in the population (and the error rate of

the sequencing method used), that is, the gene pools

shared by most strains within a species that is well

conserved in synteny but varies at the sequence level

within this range of 95–100%. It is important to empha-

size that 5% divergence over a 3 Mb long genome is
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equivalent to 150 000 single nucleotide polymorphisms,

that is, the core genomes of the population is already

significantly variable at the sequence level. The other

significant fact that is revealed in Figure 1 is that the

reference genome does not recruit evenly and there are

gaps or under-recruiting regions. The name metagenomic

island was proposed [16��] to describe these regions that

under-recruited from a metagenome in which a large part of

the genome recruited over 95% nucleotide identity. Their

presence reflects the flexible component of the reference

genome. Although flexible genes are often interspersed

throughout the core genome, most are concentrated in

flexible genomic islands (fGIs). Given that each of the

clonal lineages contains different genes at these locations

these areas of the reference genome appear as under-

recruiting and are largely the explanation for metagenomic

islands. There are two different kinds of fGIs with different

kinds of biological roles and modes of variation: replace-

ment and additive (Figure 2).

Replacement fGIs are clusters of genes that although

present in all clonal lineages at equivalent (syntenic)

positions show no sequence homology to each other.

However, the biological function for which they code

is equivalent. They are often important for basic func-

tions of the cell (if not essential for survival in nature) and

all clonal lineages carry a version. The most paradigmatic

example would be the gene cluster coding for the O-chain

polysaccharide of the lipopolysaccharide of Gram nega-

tive bacteria. Additive fGIs on the other hand are a

product of illegitimate recombination and it is conceiv-

able that they are in a continuous state of change. They

are located in a number of hotspots along the genome,

normally associated with a tRNA gene. The tRNA acts as

a target for illegitimate recombination in which a variable

number of gene cassettes coding for a broad diversity of

biological functions are inserted. Integrons are typical

examples of additive fGIs with a specific mechanism of

variation associated to the integration of gene cassettes

[17], but there are many other genome evolution hotspots

with different integration mechanisms.

Replacement genomic islands coding for
polysaccharides
Most replacement fGIs contain gene clusters involved in

the synthesis of polysaccharides. In bacteria polysacchar-

ides synthetized at the external surfaces of the cell have a

number of common elements [18]. They require genes

involved in the synthesis of sugars that sometimes are

enzymatically modified by acylation, methylation or oth-

erwise. Other genes are involved in the specific bonding

to UTP to form the UDP-sugar intermediate that carries

the energy required for glycosidic linkage. Finally, some

specific genes produce specific transporters such as the

flippase Wzx that carry the oligosaccharides to their

extracellular location [19]. Replacement genomic islands

often code for combinations of genes that lead to the
Current Opinion in Microbiology 2016, 31:154–160
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Figure 1
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(a) Recruitment of Haloquadratum walsbyi HSBQ001 strain from a saltern brine 454 metagenome in which this microbe is predominant (ca. 60% of

all the reads). The reads aligned at >75% similarity and over >95% of their length are plotted along the genome at the position with maximum

similarity and with their %identity in the y axis. The red line along the recruitment plot shows the number of reads that recruit over 95% of identity

(in 95% of their length) every 25 kb. Under-recruiting genomic islands are highlighted in red or blue (replacement islands). Right panel indicates the

total number of sequences at each percentage of identity. (b) Recruitment of the marine bacterium Alteromonas mediterranea DE1 strain from a

metagenome from a deep Mediterranean sample, the Matapan-Vavilov basin, 454 metagenome. Representation of recruitment values as in panel a.
production of a specific polysaccharide or the glycosyla-

tion of an external feature such as the flagellum. The O-

chain of the lipopolysaccharide is a typical example of a

character coded in a replacement fGI (Figure 3). All Gram

negative bacteria have them. It is a large cluster of genes

rich in glycosyltransferases and sugar synthesis enzymes

and there are multiple versions in any given species. Each

different gene cluster produces a different polysaccha-

ride. They were traditionally described as somatic anti-

gens due to their role in serotyping pathogens, but the

diversity is similar in free-living bacteria that never

come into contact with an immune system. It would be

more appropriate to call them glycotypes. In Gram nega-

tive bacteria glycotypes are due to three major components

each located in replacement fGIs: the O-chain (O-antigen)

of the lipopolysaccharide (LPS), the exopolysaccharide or

capsular polysaccharide and the flagellar glycosylation (the

two latter are optional but if present in one strain of a
Current Opinion in Microbiology 2016, 31:154–160 
species, most strains within the species carry one version of

each). Further, in addition to the O-chain gene cluster, all

known exposed structural motifs in other groups of bacteria

or archaea reflect similar genomic patterns of variation. For

example, capsular or slime layer polysaccharides [20], the

teichoic acids of Gram-positives [15], or the S-layer glyco-

proteins of archaea [21,22] all seem to be located in

replacement fGIs. The glycotype of a specific clone will

be paramount in determining its sensitivity to their omni-

present viral predators, that is, each glycotype will have a

set of viral lineages preying selectively on them. Thus the

diversity of glycotypes is mirrored by the diversity of viral

predators that act to control their numbers. The more

frequent a clone becomes the more it becomes a target

for viral predation, leading to equilibrium among carriers of

different replacement fGIs. This model is known as kill-

the-winner or negative frequency-dependent selection

[23�,24].
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2
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Schematic representation of the two different kinds of flexible genomic islands (fGIs). (a) Replacement fGI and (b) additive fGI. Capital, small

letters or numbers indicate the non-homologous genes present in the replacement fGIs and the syntenic and homologous regions are shaded in

grey. The cassettes of additive fGIs are identified by different capital letters.
The mechanism of exchange of these fGIs has been

known or suspected for a long time [25]. They seem to

be always target of double recombination at the ends

generating a high frequency of single nucleotide poly-

morphisms (SNPs) in the neighboring genes [26]. These

SNPs are produced by the replacement of genomic

segments by functional equivalents from other microbes

of the same or different species by the replacement HGT

of the complete genomic island [27]. The frequent

homologous recombination events affecting these clus-

ters that target specifically these genomic islands are

instrumental in maintaining their high diversity. There

is evidence that similar (syntenic) clusters are found

sometimes in distant relatives at the taxomic rank of

family [25]. Although each different clonal lineage (or

strain) carries a different set of replacement fGIs, some

examples of conservation in different strains have been

described [28]. The mechanism of replacement HGT is

less efficient than illegitimate recombination that is

characteristic of additive fGIs and therefore their spread

throughout the population is not so fast that it would
www.sciencedirect.com 
prevent equalization of the different clones by kill-the-

winner [23�].

Additive genomic islands
The variability found in additive fGIs is mechanistically

simple, using the diverse and well-characterized mobile

genetic elements (including lysogenic phages) as drivers

of the diversity generated (Figure 2). They are designated

additive because they vary by the presence/absence of a

different number of gene cassettes. A typical example of

this type of island are integrons, highly variable GIs that

are different even within a single clonal frame [28] and

allow the acquisition of gene cassettes by site-specific

recombination [29]. Additive islands are often associated

to tRNA genes that act as insertion sites, the addition of

some cassettes is typically hall marked by the tell-tale

repeat of part of the tRNA gene downstream of the

inserted cassette (direct repeat) [30–32]. The repertoire

of accessory genes of these additive fGIs encode func-

tions conferring selective advantages to the host, includ-

ing different metabolic properties, resistance to heavy
Current Opinion in Microbiology 2016, 31:154–160
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Figure 3
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Schematic representation of the gene cluster involved in (a) the biosynthesis and assembly of flagellar components and (b) the lipopolysaccharide

O-chain in the marine bacteria Alteromonas macleodii ATCC 27128. Regions highlighted by yellow rectangles indicate the variable region detected

when comparing closely related strains both are examples of replacement flexible genomic islands.
metals, transporters to interact with the biotic and abiotic

components of the environment or biotechnologically

relevant features such as polyketide synthesis clusters

[33,34]. There is evidence for a faster rate of change in the

case of these islands and the presence of identical cas-

settes in isolates from different species indicates the

potential for rapid HGT within microbial communities

[35]. Mobile genomic elements (MGE) such as conjuga-

tive transposons, plasmids or integrative and conjugative

elements (ICEs) can be also considered additive islands

but their presence is much more sporadic [36,37].

Origin and consequences
That prokaryotic populations have such a high level of

intraspecies diversity is extremely relevant to understand

the biology of these microbes [38�]. The population has

many more options to survive and successfully exploit its

environment with a complex and extended gene comple-

ment. It can use many more different substrates [39]
Current Opinion in Microbiology 2016, 31:154–160 
(or light intensities and qualities in photosynthetic

microbes), it can protect itself better against environmen-

tal challenges (Black Queen hypothesis) [40��] it can

interact more efficiently with the biotic surroundings

(virulence and antagonism). But, how can these complex

populations endure and maintain their complexity avoid-

ing clonal sweeps (periodic selection)? [41,42�]. There is

plenty of evidence showing that a part of the pangenome,

the viral complement, is (at least partially) responsible for

their stability [43,44]. The processes of fluctuating selec-

tion or kill-the-winner [45] provide override mechanisms

that prevent natural selection from oversimplifying mi-

crobial populations [23�,46]. Viruses are density depen-

dent predators and hence can prevent any single clone

from predominating since it would be preferentially

preyed upon [47]. Thus, they act in a manner as tax

collectors that prevent any specific individual (i.e. clone)

from hoarding too much wealth (i.e. environmental

resources). Viruses prevent the extreme simplification
www.sciencedirect.com
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of biodiversity that a pure survival of the (ecologically)

fittest might select for.

Presently, bacterial genomes tend to be interpreted as

self-standing entities whose content correlates with the

physical environment or niche. However, this perception

is changing in light of new population level studies

pointing to a dynamic network of clonal lineages mani-

festing extensive flexible gene pools that define adapta-

tion and response patterns in the environment. New tools

that combine isolate sequencing, single-cell genomics

and metagenomics are needed to deal with the challenge

posed by this new level of complexity.
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